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Abstract: COVID-19 has brought to the fore drastic and transformative changes to MICE tourism. The current study therefore sought to examine the adaptive responses employed by the MICE sector of South Africa to survive and maintain business continuity during the COVID-19 pandemic. Adopting a qualitative research design, 19 representatives of various subsectors of the MICE industry (including organisers, suppliers, and associations) were interviewed. The data reveals that the immediate strategies implemented by many MICE organisations involved the reevaluation of their operational costs. Moreover, the study found that the sector has readjusted its business models to include virtual events in order to ensure recovery and resilience in light of the pandemic. The study argues the importance of understanding adaptive strategies as broadening theory on tourism and crises (specifically to the MICE sector) as well as understanding the process of sector resilience post-COVID-19.
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INTRODUCTION

The disruption and ensuing economic impact of COVID-19 on the global tourism system has emerged as a prominent theme in the past two years (Dube et al., 2021; Fu, 2020; Korinth and Ranasinhe, 2020; Matei et al., 2021). While travel and tourism activities have been viewed as significant contributors to the spread of the virus (Sigala, 2020), strong proponents of the industry contend that tourism is significant for economic recovery owing to the resilience it has shown in the past to crises and disasters (United Nations World Tourism Organisation [UNWTO], 2020; Cheng and Zhang, 2020). Indeed, prior to the pandemic, tourism had been one of the leading sectors for economic growth and development in the world. Consequently, there have been some investigations into the recovery and resilience of the tourism industry (Fu, 2020; Quang et al., 2020; Mensah and Boakye, 2021; Ntounis et al., 2021; Su et al., 2021; Matei et al., 2021). In fact, the UNWTO (2020) recommended resilience learning as one of the key strategies for future tourism development so as to ensure survivability and sustainability in the sector. Accordingly, the current study adopts the resilience theory as the theoretical basis through which to understand how tourism sectors have adapted and coped with COVID-19. Although originally developed in the field of natural sciences, the theory of resilience has been used to understand the manner in which tourism systems (such as organisations, communities and destinations) respond to exogenous shocks and disasters (Biggs et al., 2012; Espiner et al., 2017; Kato, 2018).

The current study draws focus to the meetings, incentives, conferences (and conventions) and exhibitions sector, widely referred to as MICE tourism. Pre-COVID-19, MICE tourism had been one of the leading contributors to tourism growth, with the Event Safety Council (2020) reporting that the sector contributed US$ 1.5 trillion to the global GDP and supported approximately 25.9 million jobs. In the context of developing regions, such as Sub-Saharan Africa, this form of tourism accounts for approximately 25% of international tourist arrivals (Christie et al., 2013). Despite this however, the sector has been relatively unexplored in tourism literature, especially in the Sub-Saharan African contexts (Rogerson, 2015; Tichaawa, 2017; Marais et al., 2017). Arguably, in light of the emerging studies on tourism and COVID-19, MICE tourism similarly remains a largely unexplored facet of tourism. As such, the current study seeks to address this omission in research by exploring the South African MICE sector, as the country had been one of the leading MICE destinations in Sub-Saharan Africa prior to the pandemic (Marais et al., 2017). Similar to other global events industries, the events sector was one of the first forms of tourism to be regulated and restricted in South Africa upon the arrival of the COVID-19 virus in the country and the subsequent declaration of the state of disaster (in March 2020) which led to the mass cancellation of all major events in the first half of 2020 (Hemmonsby et al., 2021). Notably, the second half of 2020 saw a shift from event cancellation to event preparations and the strategic planning of hosting events during the pandemic as COVID-19 regulations in the country began to ease. As such, the current study aims to explore the response strategies employed by the MICE sector of South Africa in light of COVID-19. The current study is grounded by the premise that the response strategies determine the ability of the MICE sector to survive, adapt and ensure their resilience post-pandemic. Therefore, the current study provides a preliminary analysis of the MICE sector’s resilience to COVID-19. This study concurs with the contention of Alsono et al. (2021) that studies focusing on the adaptation of tourism industries to the unpredictability of COVID-19 are invaluable since the impacts of the pandemic have yet to be fully understood, particularly in the context of MICE tourism.
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Resilience theory
In light of the current circumstances, resilience theory has emerged as a prominent theme in tourism literature. Ntounis et al. (2021) however underscores that literature tends to lack an agreed upon definition of resilience since the concept has been adopted across various disciplines. Bhamra et al. (2011) avers the various definitions of resilience to include two factors: (i) the systems’ robustness (or resistance) to unexpected external shocks and disruptions, and (ii) the ability of these systems to recover, or bounce back. Generally, the resilience theory relates to the capacity of tourism systems to effectively deal with disasters and crises (Jaaron et al., 2021). Within the sustainable tourism development paradigm, resilience thinking has been described to concern maintaining the business operations and capacity of tourism businesses (and destinations) to ensure a return to a desirable state following exogenous shocks (Derissen et al., 2011). One of the core differences between the disciplinary definitions of resilience relates to their different viewpoints on stability, or the state of equilibrium.

The state of equilibrium refers to the ability of systems to maintain operations - i.e. the performance of key functions, during periods of crisis (Clement and Rivera, 2017). One set of resilience definitions view resilience as the capacity of systems to return back to pre-crisis state (i.e. to bounce back), while another set of definitions acknowledge crisis to force systems over a certain threshold of change, consequently forming a new state or form (Knight-Lenihen, 2016; Basurto-Cedeno and Pennington-Gray, 2018; Chowdhury et al., 2019; Kaufmann, 2013). In this latter case, the crises creates a ‘new normal’ (Basurto-Cedeno and Pennington-Grat, 2018). In the context of the current study, resilience therefore relates to the ability of the MICE sector to adapt to the new normal, as the scale and magnitude of the COVID-19 pandemic had led to long term structural changes in the tourism environment. Accordingly, inasmuch as industries’ reports and the government reports often relate recovery to pre-COVID-19 growth statistics, the nature and characteristics of tourism will undoubtedly be altered going forward owing to the socio-economic, political and psychological effects of the pandemic. Ntounis et al. (2021) highlight that existing research in resilience has often focused on natural disasters, climate change, economic downturns and/or terrorist attacks, leaving scant application of the theory to health crises, particularly disease outbreaks. As such, the study conforms with the assertion of Lew (2014) on the importance of context when examining resilience. Similarly, Fromhold-Eisebith (2015) adds that the resilience, and dynamics affecting resilience, differs between industry sectors, therefore, when exploring the resilience of the MICE sector, it becomes paramount to unpack the nature and characteristic of the sector, pre-COVID-19, as well as to examine the current COVID-19 measures affecting the sector in late 2021.

MICE tourism
MICE tourism, which is considered one of the oldest forms of travel, owes much of its growth to globalization (Davidson and Cope, 2003; Rogerson, 2015). Indeed, the sector has been noted to be an articulation of the global economy (Buathong and Lai, 2017). Such assertions have been supported by various reasons, including the interconnectedness of industries as well as the growth and expansion of travel and information technology (Marques and Pinho, 2021; Rogerson, 2015; Draper et al., 2018). Notably, business travel has become a core part of many, if not all, sectors of the economy as it relates to knowledge and business expansion. In fact, some authors posit the importance of exploring both the tourism and non-tourism effects of business travel in destinations in order to gain a comprehensive understanding of the sector. It is unfortunate that very few studies have gone on to discuss the importance of MICE tourism from a non-tourism perspective (Davidson, 2019; Rogerson, 2015). Generally, this form of tourism caters to three key markets (corporate, associations and buyers) in order to educate, motivate, network and/or sell to other markets (Draper et al., 2018). Focusing on their fundamental role to the network society and knowledge-based economies, Rogerson (2015) avers MICE tourism to be crucial in meeting the increased need for knowledge transfer, thereby advancing knowledge based societies. Additionally, Jago and Deery (2010) argue that the role of this sector of tourism is for improving business performance by emphasising how it serves to un

MICE tourism in South Africa and COVID-19
In the specific case of South Africa, MICE tourism has been described as an important contributor to the country’s tourism growth (Donaldson, 2013; Fenich et al., 2012). South Africa is a globally competitive MICE destination, with the country having a long history of hosting several international and major events including the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development, the 2006 World Economic Forum, 2011 United Nations Climate Change Conference and the 2018 BRICS Summit (Marais et al., 2017). In addition, the importance of the sector has been further solidified by the
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country’s international ranking as a MICE destination (Marais et al., 2017). Evidently, this is a significant economic sector in the country on which the country had sought to capitalize through several interventions, including the establishment of the national convention bureau in 2012, the development of world-renowned convention and hotel facilities, as well as the improvement of transportation networks (Rogerson, 2015; Donaldson, 2013; Fenich et al., 2012). This consequently confirms the aforementioned views on the link between urban development and MICE tourism (Fenich et al., 2012).

While the sector had been performing impressively before the pandemic, the onset of the COVID-19 (and the subsequent measures taken by the South African government) severely impacted the operations of events in the country (Hemmonsby et al., 2021). The local safety measures implemented in order to limit the spread of the virus included a national lockdown order, international travel bans (resulting in the grounding of air travel), restrictions on gatherings as well as social distancing measures (Lapointe, 2020; UNWTO, 2020; Kuscer et al., 2021). Ho and Sia (2020) explain that such safety measures implemented by South Africa, as well as by other countries, are a result of confirmation that the main drivers of the spread were population densities as well as the intensity of social contacts. As a result, the events sector was amongst the hardest hit tourism sectors (Dillette and Ponting, 2021; Seraphin, 2021; Ho and Sia, 2020; Steriopoulos and Wrathall, 2021). The national lockdown order within South Africa involved the institution of the National State of Disaster which introduced a varied Alert Level system in order to manage the gradual easing of lockdown restrictions based on the severity of the COVID-19 crisis in the country (Government of South Africa, 2021).

The Alert Level system comprises of 5 Levels in which the fifth level is the most restrictive and the first level means most restrictions on movement, business and social activity are eased. One of the earliest reactions of the tourism industry to the pandemic was the mass cancellation of events, which was sustained throughout most of 2020. Notably however, in South Africa, business travel was one of the first types of travel to be permitted under the COVID-19 regulations (specifically Alert Level 3), and MICE tourism has been identified as one of the key focus areas for recovery in the country (South Africa Travel Trade, 2020; Rogerson and Baum, 2020). Accordingly, this provides a valuable opportunity to explore the adaptive responses of the sector so as to understand the process of recovery for the sector.

METHODOLOGY

The present study utilizes a qualitative research approach to explore the manner in which respondents have adjusted and responded to the impacts of COVID-19 as well as to the effects of the lockdown measures taken by South Africa. Since qualitative research seeks to understand the research phenomenon, as opposed to predicting its outcome (Tomaszewski et al., 2020), it was deemed most applicable to examine the process of the adaptation of the MICE sector to the COVID-19 tourism environment. Further, owing to the unprecedented nature of the pandemic, and that the subsequent impacts (on tourism) are yet to be fully understood, this research design allows for a rigorous exploration into the subject matter.

Data was collected through a series of interviews with numerous representatives of the local MICE sector. To gain a comprehensive understanding on the sector’s response, the study gathered insights from various subsectors of the MICE tourism sector, including MICE planners (such as professional conference organisers [PCO], and exhibition and trade show organisers), national (and provincial) convention bureaus, suppliers (venues, audiovisual [AV] and infrastructure) and government representatives. Finally, views of key industry associations were also considered in the study, which includes the Southern African Association of the Conferences Industry (SAACI), the International Congress and Convention Association (ICCA), Association of African Exhibition Organisers (AAXO), Society for Incentive Travel Excellence (SITE) and the Event Safety Council. In total, 19 interviews were conducted. The interviews comprised of open-ended questions so as to allow for further probing and the exploration of emerging themes. Key questions posed to the study sample centred around their business responses to the pandemic, the measures taken to ensure survival and the adaptation (or plans towards adaptation) to the COVID-19 regulations governing the operations of the MICE sector in South Africa. The data collection process took place from February 2021 to June 2021. However, is it important to note that during this period, the country had been moved from Alert Level 3 to Alert Level 1 (from 1 March 2021) to Alert Level 2 (from 31 May 2021) to Alert Level 4 (from 16 June 2021) (South Africa Government, 2021). Primarily, the movement between Alert Levels meant adjustments on the numbers of people allowed in MICE venues. The data gathered from the interviews were recorded, transcribed and uploaded onto Atlas.ti version 9. The qualitative data analysis software enabled the creation of codes and the grouping of codes from the interview transcripts. This led to the development of key themes, as discussed in the following section.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Operational strategies

The initial strategies employed by the MICE sector had been to reexamine their operational costs and implement cuts where necessary. For instance, one respondent, a meetings planner explained that, ‘So we were able to implement some immediate strategies to try and cut some overheads and try and just restrict the operating costs’. This came as a result of the economic losses resulting from both the national and international lockdown regulations (Haywood, 2020; Kuscer et al., 2021; Rogerson, 2021), which not only halted the operations of the MICE sector, but also caused much uncertainty around when this form of tourism would resume. In fact, the national lockdown measures of South Africa had begun with an initial 21 days where only essential services of the country were permitted to operate (Bama and Nyikana, 2021; Hemmonsby et al., 2021; Nyawo, 2020). This meant that most of the working population had to transition to working from home. In response, some members of the MICE sector took the decision to terminate their office lease agreements. To illustrate, some MICE planners detailed that:

“We've also had to let go of our office. So everybody's working remotely, so we no longer have offices, which we had in Century City.’

“We were lucky that we could get out of our contract for our office because we at least didn't have to pay that. So because of that we had offices. So that was quite a chunk of money, that thankfully, the landlord allowed us to get out of there.’

Such delineations indicate that the transition to remote working did provide some opportunities for certain sub-sectors of the MICE industry to cut back on substantial costs, particularly during a period of much economic uncertainty and
losses. It is important to note that some stakeholders in MICE could opt out of their leases, whereas the impact of lockdown measures on venue providers resulted in different responses. Some respondents had stated that venues had to take the difficult decision to shut their doors until a period of time when MICE events were once again permitted, which concurs with the literature on the economic impact of COVID-19 on tourism businesses. Unfortunately, the examination process into the organisations’ operational budgets led to significant staff cuts and the various subsectors of the MICE sector agreed that this was a common strategy employed. The following responses were taken from venue and AV suppliers, as well as from a MICE event planner:

‘80% of our staff has been laid off. The staff that we laid off for mostly operational staff, so like guys on the floor who actually run the events, because if there’s no events in we don’t need those guys to run the events.’

‘And then exhibitions companies, organising companies and supply companies, so they either closed temporarily, they’ve laid off staff, or they’ve retrenched.’

’Slightly, the Century City Conference Centre used to have 120 staff, now they’ve got 50 staff.’

The above findings affirm with the available writing on the reactions of tourism businesses to COVID-19 (Rogerson et al., 2021; Giddy and Rogerson, 2021; Steriopoulos and Wrathall, 2021; Dillette and Ponting, 2021). This additionally ties into the devastation of the pandemic to livelihoods, as respondents in the current study (alongside others represented in literature) underscored the importance of the sector to job creation and economic development. However, against the current circumstances, some respondents were of the view that these staff cuts, as dire as they had been, had to be made in order to ensure the survival of the MICE organisations. In fact, a few respondents explained that the failure to take these drastic steps resulted in the closure of some MICE businesses. For instance, one respondent, a trade show organizer, stated as follows:

‘As horrible as it is, you need to get rid of staff that are not absolutely critical to the business. And I know of a company that kept the staff on throughout the whole of last year [2020] at full pay, and closed down in January. That is [a] big mistake, because your staffing component is quite often your most costly expense every month. And you know what, that is unfortunately, [but] don’t wait, that’s the first expense [you] need to get rid of.’

Resultantly, the staff retrenchment led to some major changes to the remaining staff in terms of employment structures (and contracts). The study respondents explained that the present nature of the MICE tourism environment meant that much of the remaining staff had to be put on furlough and so their working hours, and subsequently, their salaries, were significantly less. One meeting planner underlined that, ‘And then we reduced staff salaries, because obviously we weren’t getting any incoming payments’, while another exhibition organiser specified, ‘So the biggest thing is that staff that are left are now getting paid 50% of their salaries’. Again, this was a common practice amongst tourism businesses in responding to COVID-19, as there was a sudden decrease (and halt) of income generated from the industry. The adoption of such strategies meant a lack of stability in employment opportunities for the MICE sector, as incoming staff would most likely (for the near future) be placed on temporary contracts. One respondent questioned whether sector recovery would reverse this, suggesting that some MICE organisations may continue with this nature of employment even in the future, contending that, ‘...it is also going to change the way people work in terms of contract hours going forward.’

Finally, many of the respondents noted the importance of flexibility regarding event cancellations. Similar to the reports on the cancellations of sport events, and cultural events (see for instance Hemmonsby et al., 2021; Seraphin, 2021; Westmattelmann et al., 2021), early to mid-2020 saw massive cancellations of MICE events in South Africa. Resultantly, a respondent affirmed that ‘a lot of clients wanted refunds and we had to accommodate where we could’. In addition, the respondents agreed that the economic crises caused by COVID-19 meant that client organisation could no longer afford to host the events they had planned. One POC underscored that:

‘So the initial thing we did was we had to be a lot more flexible with contracts. So where we would say there would be a non-refundable deposit, we actually had to be a lot more flexible, because it’s all about relationships. You know, we couldn’t say to clients, ‘sorry, we’re keeping your money’, but yet they’re busy struggling and they’re not receiving money from their employer. So flexibility in contracts, that was initially huge.’

The importance of maintaining business relationships with clients, and suppliers, was subsequently viewed as an important activity for the sector in order to ensure their continuity for when these events would return.

**Postponements rather than cancellations**

While the initial reaction from the MICE market enforced cancellations, the respondents noted that one of the most important actions taken was to ensure the postponement of events, rather than the cancellation. One manager of a MICE venue expressed the following:

“Our immediate impact with that guests had a knee jerk reaction. People wanted to postpone immediately, because initially, we had no idea how long this was going to last. So any conferences that were happening in March, last year, April, May, were put off until sort of June and July and so on. And so that was the immediate impact. And then it started rolling after that, because people wanted to postpone [further].”

Several months into lockdown, there was a rise of virtual events as a medium to ensure continuity in the sector. Interestingly, some respondents noted that:

‘And where clients are prepared to pivot, because not all clients are prepared to go virtual. A lot of clients feel that they bid for South Africa to win the bid. They want people to come to South Africa, also in industries where they want to leave a legacy where, a lot of the clients bid for conferences to grow the South African and the African footprint.’

Significantly, the few available writings on COVID-19 and events affirm the major shift to the virtual environment (Dillette and Ponting, 2021; Seraphin, 2021; Westmattelmann et al., 2021). Evidently, the above study illustrates that, in some types of MICE events, there exists the need to have in-person events. The respondents of the study indicated that it was mostly the association market that had decided to wait and postpone in-person events, or turn them into a hybrid model. Accordingly, for this market, it became especially important for the MICE sector of the country to be able to
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postpone such events, hosting them at a later time. It is important to note that the above responses were from MICE event planners and that key MICE role players, such as the convention bureaus, had similarly mentioned the importance of retaining this business. For instance, a representative from the National Convention Bureau explained:

"So we a lot of the work went into trying to convince these clients to rather postpone than to cancel. And all those events, we managed to postpone 28, 12 were cancelled. 5 will sit on virtual platforms."

It is imperative to consider the implications of the postponement of events, as while such decisions are taken in order to take advantage of the economic, tourism and non-tourism benefits of events, postponing events could also be accompanied by venue challenges in the future. As the respondents affirm that postponement often leads to scheduling challenges for MICE venues. Additionally, the postponing of events had been influenced by the uncertainties around the COVID-19 virus, the emergence of new variants, and periods of rising infections. Moreover, a large share of the respondents did note that the sector had adapted to the virtual environment, which had necessitated a change in business strategy.

**Changing business strategy**

Current literature on COVID-19 has affirmed that the pandemic has created several long-term changes to the tourism industry (Giddly and Rogerson, 2021; Lapointe, 2020; Ho and Sia, 2020). For the MICE sector, the initial months of the lockdown meant that the sector had to close down, however there was a massive global shift to the virtual space. Many respondents have highlighted the importance of undertaking research into the new MICE environment, prior to the substantial financial investment. In fact, one respondent, an exhibition organizer, stated:

"I think research is really important because very often, you know, as entrepreneurs, we can have big bad ideas, and we all have these big bright ideas. And we believe that because within our circle, or within our heads, they say, you know, what you see within your circle just gets reinforced and you believe that that is how the whole world thinks. But until you do your research outside your circle, and realise exactly what the true reality is, then only will you be able to find the solutions to deliver on and that’s really, really important. So we need to do our research to understand what the needs are because the way forward is going to require a sustained, a large investment, you know. And if we’re going to invest in something, it needs to be able to deliver returns on investment for both our exhibitors, our attendees and us as organisers of the events. So the research is key to that. And then on the research, then you can build in terms of what platforms you need to build, to deliver on those needs."

Virtual platforms have been relatively unexplored in the South African MICE sector. The transition to virtual (and later hybrid) events had been a major learning curve for the sector. Accordingly, the respondents note that, in a very short time, MICE planners had to adapt to the new virtual environment, while ensuring that the events executed met stakeholders’ expectations and the investment involved. The respondents explained that this required research into the various types of virtual platforms in order to determine which would be most effective in the delivery of event objectives. A PCO expressed the following sentiment:

"There are so many technology suppliers around and there are different virtual platforms that I’ve come across. But not every one of them is equal. And only if you do your homework properly, you see the flaws in each system. And you’ve got to meet them, you’ve got to explore it, you got to try the back end, you got to trial it and you got to get your team to trial it, you possibly have to even present it to some of your key clients, your key partners, and get them to trial it to see how comfortable they are to be 100%, because it requires quite a large investment to invest in this and it can go horribly, horribly wrong.

In line with the importance of research, the respondents indicated that they have had to reevaluate the manner in which they deliver events, owing to the change in mode (i.e. virtual). As such, the study found that the MICE sector focused on understanding the needs of the client organisations, their objectives for their events and how the various virtual platforms can fulfil such needs. For instance:

"But I want to acquire as much information from the very same people that used to buy to me, [and that] give me as much information in terms of what you want, so that I can go and repack, repurpose my business to meet you to meet your needs."

Similarly, the majority of the respondents affirmed that their strategy had to change in order to account for the COVID-19 pandemic, with one PCO asserting that ‘so the whole business model there had to change. We’ve had to take everything virtually’. Indeed, another respondent added, ‘So when COVID happened, the board very quickly realised, well, we’re not going to have an event like we normally had’. Such results concur with the prominent theme in literature that contends that the pandemic has led to some major structural changes in the tourism industry. Specifically, for the MICE sector, this includes the adoption to and use of virtual events as a means of hosting events going forward. While virtual events have been around for decades, their widespread adoption has been hindered by their limited capacity to engage with attendees and facilitate interaction (Pearlman and Gates, 2010). The COVID-19 pandemic therefore served to fast-track the development of virtual platforms in order to suit the needs of the MICE sector owing to it being the only available means to host such gatherings.

In addition to the changes in business model, the pandemic also necessitated the development of strategies to cope with the change, as well as to recover from the crises as expressed in the following:

‘And then we needed to have a really good commercial strategy, and recovery strategy. And our company, we had that from the beginning and it was clearly communicated, and everyone contributed, because not everything is going to work for every market or every, every hotel, but it was clearly communicated. And they received a lot of feedback from internal teams to able to carve out what this looks like, and what our recovery road or the road ahead will look like for the next five years.’

As evident in the above, the development of recovery strategies entailed the involvement of all members in the organisation. Similarly, Nguyen et al., (2021) posit staff knowledge and skills in the developing strategies to inform organisational resilience. This has been confirmed by the current study findings to not only gather unique insights from various members in the organisation but to foster collective drive towards the common goal, being the recovery.

**Venue-specific responses**

While some venues did close down due to the pandemic, the study found that other venue suppliers (specifically hotels) responded to new market opportunity emerging from the pandemic:

‘But there’s also opportunities where it is some niche type of business that has come through so like, you know, a
hybrid, but also where, you know, we've got bio bubbles. You know, we we've, you know, had customers that say, we want to take over the hotel. As a group, we want to take over the hotel. And we want full exclusivity and no one coming through. It's been a lot around sports groups that we've been getting. And they take over the hotel, and then the team that is there, is tested prior to check in. And then you know, they take over the hotel, maybe for a whole week or something. So we've managed to really position ourselves in a way that we're able to secure these, keep everyone you know, creating confidence that people will be safe and really managing that business. So and this a business that we didn't have before COVID.'

Evidently, for venue suppliers, particularly hotels, an opportunity emerged to tap into a new market during COVID-19. Recent literature on the changes in tourism consumption have demonstrated that COVID-19 greatly increased the perceived fear of travelling (Rogerson and Rogerson, 2021; Wang et al., 2020; Agyeiwaah et al., 2021; Matiza and Slabbert, 2021). The manner in which the virus spreads led to more cautious decision making in travel. Consequently, the hotel venue respondents indicated that this resulted in a new market, termed 'bio bubbles’ above, which had first started with sport teams. However, the respondents aver that this practice/opportunity could be an option for the MICE sector in the future, with many of the respondents stating that this could be particularly valuable for the MICE market. More specifically, some respondents postulate that this could be an emerging trend in the incentive travel subsector. On the booking out of small hotels for incentive travels, one respondent representing this subsector, stated that ‘…that way, they have also got that sense of security. They are not mingling with other people that they don't know where they've been’. However, it is important to disclose that this could be an expensive endeavor for many organisations, particularly in an economy that has been devastated by the pandemic.

Elsewhere, some of the large-scale MICE venues were transformed into COVID-19 hospitals. Among the most prominent examples was the Cape Town International Convention Centre, which operated as such a hospital during the onset of the pandemic in South Africa:

‘We’ve been liaising with city of Cape Town and with Western province government. Evidence is that we hosted the hospital of hope so, you know, we build the hospital of hope, over the time period, with the support of the Western Cape government’s health department.’

Since venues sell space, they have responded to COVID-19 by diversifying their operations during the pandemic, particularly during a period in which business travel could not occur. Considering that the above example describes a venue that had been purposely built for MICE events, it left very little opportunity to diversify its offering outside of the MICE sector. Accordingly, responses from these venue representatives illustrate that one of the most important steps taken was the implementation of COVID-19 protocols. Encapsulating such views, one respondent expressed the following:

‘We've had to reduce the amount of touch points so that they can be an automatic door as guests walk into, they don't have to actually open a door to get into the hotel, that we able to take snapshots that to be able to people don't necessarily need to sign up. If they do sign up, they keep the pin or they sanitise, you know, all those touch points that are so important, and business travellers are looking for that and they're very, very well very quickly say sorry, I don't feel comfortable, I'm not going to do that. And if we've actually got to 100% understand that and accommodate accordingly.’

The above concurs with the studies affirming that the hospitality industry quickly adapted to the COVID-19 protocols (Lapointe, 2020; Kuscer et al., 2021; Rogerson et al., 2021). In the specific case of South Africa, the Tourism Business Council of South Africa (TBCSA) and the Event Safety Council developed the COVID-19 safety protocols of the tourism and events industry (TBCSA, 2020) which were adopted by several tourism establishments in the country. As explained by the respondents, their adoption of COVID-19 safety protocols not only ensured their compliance but also built confidence (in their markets) to host MICE tourism in their venues. Indeed, one respondent, a representative of an industry association, affirmed that ‘we have been the most compliance, we went over and beyond what was required’. Also, many of the venues had further adapted to the virtual events environment, by way of digital upgrades to their facilities. For example, one AV supplier described that ‘...in partnership with various venues in in Cape Town, Joburg and Durban we actually set up studios and green rooms that would stay there for when lockdown restrictions are eased.’ Indeed, there were a few convention centres and other MICE venue suppliers which developed virtual event catalogues, illustrating their capacity to cater for both virtual and hybrid events.

CONCLUSION

The current study sought to explore the various strategies employed by the MICE sector in response to the COVID-19 pandemic in South Africa. The findings revealed that the adaptive strategies employed by the sector included cutting down on operational costs and ensuring that the planned events are rather postponed than cancelled. Additionally, the results illustrated that responses were mostly geared towards adapting to the virtual events environment, which has gained much prominence due to the restrictions implemented in order to manage COVID-19. Adapting to the virtual environment had preempted various responses from different sectors of the MICE industry, with the most common being the change of business strategy to conform to the new environment in which the sector must operate. While the return to in-person events, in the pre-COVID capacities, is still unknown, it can be ascertained that the virtual and hybrid events model adopted during this period will not disappear should there be a relative state of stability.

Instead, these modes of hosting MICE tourism will likely feature in the post-COVID-19 world, particularly as they had opened up some opportunities for expanding new markets and offered some continuity during periods of uncertainty. In this regard, the resilience theory had been instrumental in grounding the current study, as it enabled the understanding of the change occurring in the sector. As such, the study provides some theoretical contributions to literature, as it broadens the scope of literature on MICE tourism and COVID-19, particularly in the developing nations context. Furthermore, it moves away from examining the impacts of the pandemic to exploring the process of change in MICE tourism, and potentially the process of sector resilience. Notably, the current study is one of the few MICE tourism studies that has adapted the resilience theory thereby extending the applications of the theory.
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